1964 Society

We established the 1964 Society to recognise alumni and friends who have informed us of their wishes to leave LBS a provision in their wills. The name reflects the founding year of the School. Legacy gifts enable us to honour the vision of our founders and continue the tradition of excellence in teaching and research.

- Michael Anderson SLN 1998
- Gerald Burton MSc 06(1973)*
- Martin Cree MSc 06(1973)
- Simon Cross MSc 13(1980)
- Sarah Dacre MSc 14(1981)
- John Dawson MiFPT 1995
- William Gordon MSc 12(1979)
- Christian Gordun MBA 2008
- Christopher Hall MSc 10(1977)
- Simon Hills MSc 13(1980)
- Gareth Jones SEP 02(1967)*
- Philip Ling MSc 04(1971)
- Bruce Lloyd MSc 01(1968)
- Nicola Marshall MBA 31(1991)*
- Alan Masterton MBA 25(1988)
- Jackie Morgan MSc 13(1980)
- Michael Pagliari MSc 21(1986)
- John Pexton MBA 1993
- Eric St Clair Stobart MSc 10(1977)
- David Thorp MSc 04(1971)
- Martin Wise MBA 28(1990)

*Deceased